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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE KINGDOM OF CAMELOT 

MORDRED,  

  Petitioner 

v.        No. [05]24-007 

 

KINGDOM of CAMELOT, 

  Respondent 

 

In his Administration’s fifth year, King Arthur resolves to fashion a new legal system for 

resolving disputes.  Under the old system, fighting knights’ might defined right; under the new, each party 

could press his or her cause in court via a champion (an advocate) using words and relying on legal 

precedents and written laws.  Arthur imagines that this new method will result in peace at home and 

abroad.  To implement these reforms, Arthur creates within his Ministry of Defense the Knights of the 

Round Table.  With the motto “Might for Right!,” they “talk, make laws, and plan improvements” within 

the country and around the world.  Word spreads widely that this system will result in “justice for all.”  

All soon agree that being one of these Knights, whose headquarters are within the White Castle, is “a 

great honor, very fashionable.”  

Lancelot du Lac, a physical and moral exemplar, albeit from France, enthusiastically seeks to join 

Arthur’s Knights.  On Lancelot’s evident merit, Arthur awards him Camelotian citizenship and then 

names him Minister of Defense and head of the Knights of the Round Table.  And this being Camelot, 

Arthur, who has no brother, names his illegitimate son, Mordred, as Minister of Justice.  (Before marrying 

Camelot’s French-born Queen, Guenevere, Arthur sired Mordred during a one-night stand with the 

Scottish queen.) 

Some White Castle insiders suspect that Mordred is an opportunist who sought a cabinet position 

as a power play to advance his own interests.  They think so based on his various statements and actions.  

For example, while serving as Minister of Justice, Mordred frequently travels to his home in Scotland.  

Lancelot warns Arthur that Mordred is his “mortal enemy” who will “stop at nothing to destroy you to 

make his inheritance come faster.”  Arthur’s favorite advisor, Pellinore, also dislikes and distrusts 

Minister Mordred.  He believes Mordred is secretly inciting a rebellion and insurrection by stirring up the 

Knights to defy Arthur and to abandon the newly established rule of law.  Pellinore advises Arthur to “get 

rid of him! And quickly.”  For months, Arthur ignores Pellinore’s and Lancelot’s warnings, declines to 

fire Mordred, and fails to arrange for the appointment of a Special Counsel to investigate him.   

Meanwhile, Mordred obtains a warrant from the Camelot Special Intelligence Court (“CSIC”) to 

surveil Lancelot.  CSIC grants this warrant based on an affidavit from one of Mordred’s special agents 

about unrecorded meetings at a pub between Lancelot and high French officials. The affidavit further 

alleges that Lancelot may use his obvious attraction to Guenevere to compromise her to steal Camelot’s 

national security secrets to aid France (which Camelot regards as a hostile government).  Mordred 

arranges for agents to pose as Guenevere’s maids-in-waiting to monitor Lancelot’s encounters with her, 

and he persuades Arthur, while hunting at Camp Merlin (a royal retreat), not to return to Guenevere for 

one night to “test” Lancelot’s and Guenevere’s virtue.  That very night, Lancelot and Guenevere engage 

in an emotional exchange in Guenevere’s bed chamber about their mutual attraction, unaware that 

Mordred and his agents are recording their words (and their singing) and witnessing their eventual 

embrace.   
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At Mordred’s direction, Guenevere is arrested on the spot and indicted for treason.  Despite his 

love for Guenevere, Arthur makes the painful choice not to interfere; she is convicted by a jury and 

sentenced to death.  Lancelot escapes arrest and flees to France, which refuses to extradite him (invoking 

the exception in its extradition treaty for cases where the defendant may face capital punishment).  From 

there, Lancelot launches a raid on Camelot, rescues Guenevere, and kills many Knights.  Some remaining 

Knights and enlisted men then begin burning Camelot’s towns and slaying its citizens.  Mordred gloats 

over Arthur’s failure, abandons any hope of receiving an inheritance, abruptly resigns, and decamps to 

Scotland (this time, with four Knights with whom he had fraternized while in office).    

Arthur is finally convinced of Mordred’s treachery.  His successor as Justice Minister directs a 

vigorous investigation and prosecution of Mordred.  Mordred is indicted for (1) inciting and engaging in a 

rebellion and insurrection against the authority of the Kingdom of Camelot and its laws and (2) 

advocating the overthrow by force of its government, in violation of 18 Cam. Code §§ 2383 and 2385. 

The Camelotian Navy then interdicts a vessel on which Mordred was traveling in Scottish territorial 

waters and returns him to Camelot for trial. 

As reflected in the trial transcript prepared by the reporting firm of Lerner & Loewe, Pellinore 

testifies that shortly before arresting Guenevere, Mordred said that “in a little while” he would “be in 

charge” of the White Castle and soon thereafter of the entire kingdom.  Pellinore later overheard Mordred 

joining the Knights who accompanied him on his final return to Scotland in a song excoriating Arthurian 

principles of goodness, mercy, justice and virtue by emphatically pronouncing a “fie” on these virtues.  

Importantly, Pellinore testifies that one of these alleged co-conspirators, McAvin, advocated violence by 

singing, “Ah, but to burn a little town or slay a dozen men[,] anything to laugh again.”  In his defense, 

Mordred admits these utterances but claims they were mere knightly banter and denies that he encouraged 

Knights to return to violent and lawless behavior. 

At Mordred’s trial, the judge admits into evidence Guenevere’s testimony that Mordred and his 

agents used force to seize the Queen and to attempt to seize Defense Minister Lancelot during what was 

supposed to be a warrant-based CSIC intelligence collection.  The judge excludes as too speculative 

Arthur’s proffered testimony that Arthur “suppose[d]” Mordred’s purpose for his trips to Scotland was 

“to organize an army against” Arthur.  Citing historical incidents of intrigue involving the Scots and the 

French against English-speaking peoples, Mordred testifies that he arrested the Queen, attempted to arrest 

the Defense Minister, and repeatedly traveled to Scotland to investigate attempts by foreigners improperly 

to influence Camelotian officials. 

Apparently disbelieving Mordred’s claim that his responsibilities as the nation’s chief law 

enforcement officer motivated his actions, a jury convicts Mordred on both counts.  

On appeal, Mordred challenges 18 Cam. Code § 2385 as applied to him as violating his First 

Amendment rights of free speech (including in song) and association.  He also contends that the 

prosecution presented insufficient evidence to merit his conviction.  The Court of Appeals for the District 

of Camelot Circuit affirms, and Mordred successfully petitions the Supreme Court of Camelot for review.   

Questions presented: 

1) Is 18 Cam. Code § 2385 as applied to Mordred a violation of his First Amendment rights of 

free speech and association? 

2) Did the prosecution fail to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that Mordred was guilty of 

violating 18 Cam. Code § 2383 or § 2385? 


